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1. Introduction
After more than 70 years, the bombs – that were dropped during the Word War II –
pose still a serious threat, since 10% of them were not exploded. Since 1974 only in Hungary
more the 5 billion explosive ordnance (1-2% of these were bombs) were deactivated. The
detection of the exploded bombs can support military objects reconstructions and even risk
analysis.
Thanks to the state-of-the-art data acquisition technologies and their rapid
improvements, there is large amount of available data are to be processed, but even their
handling is a huge challenge. The first task to be solved is to convert and integrate the high
amount of heterogeneous data into a common GIS (Geographical Information System)
environment. These data can be different in format (shp, las/laz, pcd, txt, tif), in structure
(raster, vector) and also in quality (accuracy, reliability, completeness, consistency and
actuality). Nowadays, there is an increasing demand for processing and analyzing even
nationwide data, therefore the automation of the procedures is essential.
The aim of my research is detecting military objects and their remains automatically
(fire trenches and bomb craters), based on huge amount of nationwide LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) data, for military historical reconstruction and bomb risk mapping. The whole
research consists four main tasks which are the basics of my thesis.
First of all, regarding to the large extent of the examinations, my goal was to select the
areas where bomb craters can be detected to reduce the efforts and processing time of the
research. The next task was to decrease the size of the LiDAR files while retaining the
characteristic points of the terrain. From these data, terrain models (DTM) can be generated
which will be the basics of the detecting procedure. Finally, to present my results, based on the
detected bomb craters I create bomb risk maps.

2. Applying LiDAR data in military reconstructions
The main events of the investigated period are the Word War II and the Cold War.
During the WWII different defense lines were built nation-wide (Árpád-, Karola-, Attila- and
Margit lines). The most important parts of them were the antitank and fire tranches and
different placements (artillery and flak). Between 7th of April in 1941 and 26th of March in
1945, Hungary was bombed and these bombs are still dangerous.
The traditional data sources (aerial photographs, maps and field measurements) can be
processed in a common system with LiDAR data. From LiDAR data, DTMs can be derived
for replacing the contour lines digitalization which was used in the military reconstructions
earlier. The environment reconstructions are based on these DTMs with other map information.
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Automation of the processing steps, the reconstructions require less human effort and
the procedure can be faster and more reliable. By using LiDAR technology more spectacular
and more accurate results can be reached even in forested areas. Thanks to the dense point
clouds, the microrelief can be examined, therefor largescale analysis can be performed. These
attributions make the technology suitable for object (selecting potential areas, object detection,
completeness analysis) and event reconstructions. The slope ratio, the land cover and the
visibility influence the terrain accessibility and movements of the military forces. Airborne
laser scanning is not able to replace all of the traditional methods, but it can support the
elevation based steps effectively.

THESIS I
I proved that the LiDAR terrain models can be used for military historical
reconstructions. I developed a method for processing and integrating LiDAR data into GIS for
supporting environment-, object- and event reconstructions.
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3. Selecting regions of interest
Based on the previous experiences, the remains of the bombs can be detectable only in
forested area. By using the LiDAR data header files, my method divided the OSM
(OpenStreetMap) forest layer for unified grids and created raster masks which contain black
(forested) and white (irrelevant) pixels. The next step was to check the forested areas ratio –
the information content – of the masks, which total areas were calculated from the minimum
bounding rectangles of the forested parts. Skipping the nonforested areas, the volume of the
data to be processed was reduced. A threshold was used (e.g. 50%), if the forested areas were
over this value, the method kept the mask, but if the forested areas were less than the threshold
the actual area were divided for four parts (Fig 1). This adaptive method was repeated until the
threshold or the minimal mask area was reached in every mask.
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Fig 1: Selecting the potential areas by using different initial mask sizes
(a: 1000 × 1000 m, b: 500 × 500 m, c: 250 × 250 m)

Based on my experiences the initial mask size has major effect for remained area to be
processed. By using smaller masks, the process will be more effective, but the number of the
files will be expanding.
The masked areas can be cut from the point cloud by using the masks’ minimum
bounding rectangles then terrain models can be generated from them (Fig 2). By using this
method in the Rheine test area, depend on the initial mask areas (1000 m) and the required
information content (10-50%) I reduced the amount of the data to be processed to 65-40% of
the original area.
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Fig 2: The result of the area selecting method (a: total area, b: masks with their minimum bounding rectangle
c DTMs from the masked areas)

THESIS II
I developed a method for selecting areas from nationwide LiDAR data which contain
potentially bomb craters, for supporting military historical reconstruction.
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4. Reducing point clouds
In case of 4 point/m2 density, a point cloud stores 4 billion point from a 1 km2 area
which causes processing to be difficult.
My aim was to develop a method which is capable to reduce the big amount of data, by
eliminating the unnecessary points, but keeping the characteristic points for military objects
reconstruction and modelling.
During my first examination, I kept only that points which elevation differences –
compared to the middle of a 1 m2 environment– are higher than a threshold (TH algorithm –
Fig 3) in. By using this method, I eliminated the points which do not have additional elevation
information compared to the reference point.

Fig 3: The deleted (×) and the kept (●) points by TH algorithm

The next idea was to compare the points’ height to the mean elevation of a 1 m2
environment (MEAN algorithm – Fig 4). This method calculates the mean of the absolute
differences (orange lines) compared to the mean height (green line) and deletes the points
which are lower than this value (the points which are between the two continuous orange lines).
The advantage of this method, that the elevation threshold is not previously defined, it can
adapt the small examined areas.

Fig 4: The deleted (×) and the kept (●) points by MEAN algorithm

The last tested method keeps the n points which elevation differences are the highest
compared to the mean elevation (MAXn algorithm – Fig 5 green line) or if there are less points
than n in the 1 m2 environment, it will keep all of them.
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Fig 5: The deleted (×) and the kept (●) points by MAXn algorithm

To qualify my methods, I selected same number of points randomly and regularly (kept
every 1-20 points) – as references – from the original LiDAR data. To compare the different
procedures, I generated DTMs from the new point clouds by using linear interpolation and
checked the absolute and relative volume differences compared to the original DTM.
In terms of absolute volume differences the best results can be reached by using the
MAXn and TH algorithms, but also checking the relative differences, the best method is
definitely the MAXn algorithm. Further advantage of this procedure, that similar to the regular
selection, the number of the kept points in an examined area can be a simple parameter.
In Fig 6, I collected the most important DTMs. The first is the DTM of the original
187 786 points, the 2nd is the result of the MAXn algorithm (kept only one point in a 1 m2
environment, the 3rd is the same number of point randomly chose and the 4th DTM is
generated from regularly selected points.

Fig 6: Comparing the DTMs from different point clouds (from top to bottom:
original, MAXn (n=1), regularly and randomly selected points (Scale ~ 1:4000)

In the last two cases – on the reference DTMs –, the lines of the trenches are not
continuous and the edges are not sharp, but by using the MAXn methods the trenches are similar
to the original one.
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Keeping the characteristics of the objects and the terrain, and deleting the irrelevant
points, my method could reduce the point cloud size to 10-20% in the investigated area.
The volume difference between the terrain model of the original and the reduced one is
maximum 15%. By using this method, the trench is still quite detailed for detection compared
to the general point reducing algorithms.

THESIS III
I developed an adaptive method for reducing the number of the points in the LiDAR
files which keeps the characteristics of the terrain.
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5. Detecting objects
5.1 Detecting bomb craters
My aim was to develop a method for detecting bomb craters on DTMs which were
generated from LiDAR. The major task was to mark the centroid of the real craters and estimate
the number of them. My procedure replaces the earlier visual interpretation of the craters and
it requires little human interventions (only defining the input parameters). My method uses
digital image analysis steps in a specified order:








generating trend surface by using 3 × 3 mean filters on the DTM,
subtracting the original DTM from the filtered,
creating binary image by using elevation threshold,
removing the too small and too large objects,
checking the objects’ circularity,
filling the objects,
applying distance transform.

The results of the three tested areas (Salzgitter, Rheine1 and Rheine2) are presented in
Tab 1. From the second columns the values are: the number of reference craters, of the TP (true
positive) and of the FP (false positive) detections. The completeness ratio is calculated from
the TP and the reference, the correctness ratio is derived from the TP and all detected (TP +
FP) craters. The quality is an overall value for the procedure characterization: the TPs are
compared to the references and number of the undetected craters.
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Tab 1: Result for the three tested areas

Salzgitter

Reference
craters
33

Rheine1

56

47

4

83,93

92,16

78,33

Rheine2

37

34

5

91,89

87,18

80,95

TP

FP

31

0

Completeness Correctness
(%)
(%)
93,94
100,00

Quality
(%)
93,40

In Fig 7, the DTM is presented of the Salzgitter area on the left side, and the result of
the detection is shown on the right side. The white circles are the reference craters and the pink
small circles are the detected ones. The pink number means there are 31 detected craters are in
the area, and the white shows there is no false detected crater. Only two craters are not detected
because of the overlapping.

Fig 7: The DTM of the Salzgitter area and the detected (Scale ~ 1:6000)

THESIS IV
I developed a method based on elevation differences for detecting circular objects on
terrain models which were derived from LiDAR data.
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5.2 Detecting fire trenches
The detecting method was developed parallel in ArcGIS software and C++ language.
I have already presented the automatic method of the crater detection, therefore in this section
I introduce the procedure of the linear military object detection by using GIS software.
The sizes and the shapes of the trenches differs from the craters, but the main idea of the
procedure is the same. In this case, the aim was to keep the linear features and remove the
surface-type objects.
The first steps of the process were the same: creating DTM, trend surface and binary
image then deleting the small object. In this case the circularity, the filling and the distance
transform stages were skipped, because these steps were specified for circular object detection.
New steps were applied because of the zigzag shapes of the trenches which make the
procedure capable to distinguish the trenches and the other linear objects (streets and banks).
After vectorising the raster image I deleted the elements which were shorter than 5 meters then
I split the lines at vertices and also deleted the long segments (Fig 8).

Fig 8: The DTM of the Flögeln area and the detected trenches (pink lines, scale ~ 1:6000)

THESIS V
I developed a method based on elevation differences for detecting linear military object
on terrain models in GIS environment.
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6. Creating bombs risk map
The bombs risk maps are thematic maps which represent the bomb craters and their
environments in the investigated area and emphasize the potential dangerous zones.
My goal was to take into account the users’ requirements and practical aspects during
risk map creation, for estimating the time and costs of bomb sweeping. I created a scalable
method that depends on the extent of the investigated area. For nationwide examination the
grid size can be more kilometers, but local purposes a few times 10 meters’ grid can be
adequate. This automated method can generate (with man-defined parameters) from LiDAR
data a product ready for end-users, which includes a classified and color map layer, according
to the danger. Bomb free areas are marked with green, areas where more craters were detected
are with red and uncertain areas with orange (Fig 9-10).

Fig 9: 10 and 25 m grid size risk map in the Salzgitter test area (Scale ~ 1:8000)
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Fig 10: 50 and 100 m grid size risk map in the Salzgitter test area (Scale ~ 1:8000)

The grid size is an important factor of the risk maps. I tested the three areas with
different gird sizes from 10 to 100 m (Fig 9-10). For local bombs sweeping the best size is the
50 m, because the average diameter of a bomb crater is ~10 meters, thus it is almost impossible
to have more craters in an investigated 10 × 10 m area. The 10 meter grid size is not enough
to differentiate the areas from danger, mostly green parts and yellow islands can be created
which giving the false notion that the area is not dangerous (Fig 9 left side). This is the limit
of the procedure; it is not recommended to use smaller grids.

THESIS VI
I developed an automatic method which creates bomb risk map from LiDAR data.
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7. Summary
Many research projects are based on detecting and modelling objects with similar
geometry. During the World War II technical examinations, this task is to map military objects
or their remained marks. Thanks to the state-of-the-art data acquisition technologies, there is
large amount of available data are to be processed, but even their handling is a huge challenge.
Therefore the aim of my research is to detect bomb craters on nationwide digital terrain models
– which were derived from LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) point clouds – in an
automatic way for military history reconstructions and for creating risk maps.
During my research I proved that LiDAR technology can be used efficiently to detect
fire trenches and bomb craters. Since laser beams can penetrate through the vegetation, this
technology can be applied even in forested areas. Compared to methods based on archive
photos, this is a remarkable advantage, since the forest can preserve the WWII objects and
their remains.
I developed a method, which is capable of automatically selecting areas from a
nationwide database, where military objects can be found with high probability. My procedures
select and create masks from forested areas based on OSM (OpenStreetMap), which can be
used to reduce the amount of LiDAR data and hence the processing time.
In these areas, the sizes of the files can be further decreased by my adaptive point cloud
reducing method. This procedure keeps more points where the relief varies and deletes many
points where the terrain is almost plane. Accordingly, the military objects still can be detected
and modelled, but the size of the point cloud can be decreased significantly by eliminating the
unnecessary data.
The raster terrain models from the LiDAR data can be processed as special digital
images which has height information as pixel values. I developed a method based on this height
information for detecting bomb craters automatically and, by changing the input parameters,
the linear military objects can also be identified. As additional result, I created risk maps based
on the detected bomb craters, which can support sweeping of the bombs.
I developed the procedures parallel in OpenCV/C++ environment and ArcGIS software.
Even though my research is based on military objects, my procedures can be used for
general civil engineer purposes as well, such examples are also presented in my dissertation.
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